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ncopy or .nevent cheat.nIf you have used other cheat functions such as .ncopy, the player's name will be tagged as
cheater and they will not be allowed to play in the next event. The game is saving this information by tagging it in

the Nintendogs' files. Each cheat mode adds certain limitations to the game such as a -10% decrease in
customisation points for any pet that was selected before it was deleted. In order to reset a cheater's decisions they
must save the game, quit the game completely and then restart it. The cheater mode itself allows for a user to only
select up to five different types of pets or up to four different breeds. To stop the cheat from happening a player
can either delete a pet from their game file or they can log into the server, go into the cheat editor and reset the
cheat decision as explained above. However, doing this will reset all of the cheater's decisions and it will be the

same as starting a game again. The person who made the cheat must delete it as it will be used to track who made
the cheat. Texturing The Nintendogs' graphical interface allows for the user to create a textured background using
their own pictures. However, the background texture is applied to the whole screen which includes the user's pet.
Unlocking Unlocking is the process of buying and selling items on the website or on the game itself. It is a form
of currency that can be bought from other players in auctions, for real money, or for in-game currency. Players

can only buy items that they can see on the website or in the store within their city. Pets Pets are different types of
animals that players can take into their homes and raise in their personal households. There are four types of pets

that can be found in the game: Standard dogs Standard cats Extreme dogs Extreme cats Each type of pet has a
different pet type as well as different attributes and characteristics. Category pages Category pages are what is

displayed when a pet is in a household and are displayed in the household screen. On these pages the user can see
the pets that are in their household and this includes things such as if the pet has a health or a gender. In addition
the user can edit and delete any pets on their pet page. Newspapers A newspaper is what the user sees when they
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